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This article presents a study on the identification of the main obstacles that must be 
overcome in the requirements engineering phase of critical computer systems in order to 
ensure that these activities will help improve the system’s dependability. The idea is to 
present how technology, process and people can interact with software and system 
engineering as well as the whole organization in order to fulfill the system´s mission 
with safety and success. Besides that, the intention is to contribute with the discussion 
about requirements practices in critical computer systems, particularly in the space 
domain, as well as helping us understand important system and software requirements 
engineering problems. This approach comes from the experience acquired during the 
development of the on-board software for the Brazilian Satellite Launch Vehicle and the 
study of emerging technologies in software engineering. 

 

Introduction 
 

Software plays a strategic role in system engineering nowadays, mainly in computer 
systems. More and more functionality that was implemented by hardware is now being 
implemented by software. This increasing dependency of our society on computer 
systems, regarding the understanding, creation and maintenance of physical, biological 
and social systems, creates a necessity to improve the man abilities to understand and 
project engineering systems, especially those classified as complex systems (Magee and 
de Weck, 2004). Bar-Yam (2003) defines a complex system as being the one that, 
besides considering a reasonable number of distinct variables, integrates many systems, 
presents high performance constraints as well as functional demands, high response 
rates, and specific protocol. Johnson (2006) added that the complex systems are those 
that can present multiple interactions that occur among different components and can 
also identify many system states based on temporal flow interactions, as a response to 
the quick changes on the system and its environment. 

Leveson (2009) explains on her new online book that we are designing systems 
(complex ones) with potential interactions among the components that cannot be 
thoroughly planned, understood, anticipated, or guarded against. The operation of some 
systems is so complex that it’s a challenge to understand and be fully aware of their 
potential hazardous behavior. The software has tried to make these systems easier to be 
implemented, in a more integrated way. However, because of such a high number of 
components interacting dynamically, the strong coupling allows dysfunctions between 
parts of the system. The problem, according Leveson, is that some systems are being 
developed in such a way that the management of this increasing interactive complexity 
makes it too difficult for us to manage. This complexity and the coupling make it 
difficult for the designers to consider all the potential states of the system as well as for 



the operators to deal with all the situations (handle all normal and abnormal situations) 
and disturbances safely and effectively. Besides that, the author stated that in the space 
project domain, the vast majority of software accidents were related to flawed 
requirements and misunderstandings about what the software should do (Leveson, 2004, 
2009). The generation of software requirements for critical systems is one of the major 
sources of errors in system development. 

A manner of minimizing potential safety problems in critical computer systems, as well 
as in space projects, is to introduce safety considerations early, during the software 
requirement activities, and to promote a deeper interaction between system and software 
engineers, using their methods of capturing, specifying and managing requirements.  

This work intends to summarize some matters related to safety requirements involving 
the system and the software engineering in computer critical systems focused in space 
applications. A table with the main obstacles that the requirements activities must 
overcome is presented, and some considerations about technical, managerial and 
cultural aspects are made. 

 

Requirements and Dependability in Space Systems 
 

Specifically in the space area, the search for continuous systems automation has 
increased considerably the complexity of the mission and the steps required to achieve 
it. Ingham (2004) states that, in spite of the complexity that comes from automation 
systems (the use of robots in spacecrafts for example), it has become an economic 
necessity when it comes to continuing the progress into space. The authors also point 
out that on the space systems projects there is a gap between the requirements on 
software specified by systems engineers and the implementation of these requirements 
by software engineers. The software engineers must perform the translation of the 
requirements into software code, hoping to accurately capture the systems engineer’s 
understanding of the system behavior, which is not always explicitly specified. This gap 
opens up the possibility for the misinterpretation of the systems engineer’s intent, 
potentially leading to software errors. 

Lutz and Mikulski (2004) add that in many embedded systems that have some kind of 
human interaction, especially in the critical systems domain such as in a space vehicles, 
the information regarding the requirements is known during the whole system 
development process, and could be extended more than it was predicted.  

Another study conducted by Hecht and Buettner (2005), from 1998 to 2000, reported 
that approximately half of the anomalies observed in space vehicles were related to 
software. The authors affirmed that, in a system under development, the definition of 
software requirements is the most common source of mistakes. Regarding the flaws that 
resulted from the requirements, half of them have as their cause a poor description of 
the requirements, ambiguity, mistakes and lack of clarity. The other half is a result of 
the omission of the complete requirements. 

It is also possible to affirm that inadequate practices of requirement specification and 
lack of knowledge of the system, leading to a poor understanding of the operational 
system’s context and its quality requirements are among the most common reasons for 
the failure of critical projects. In the conclusion of the investigation of the accident of 
rocket Ariane 501 (Lyons, 1996), from the European Space Agency (ESA) poor 



practices of requirement specification were identified. The investigation report of the 
aircrafts accidents of the Mars Climate Orbiter – MCO (NASA-MCO, 1999) and Mars 
Polar Lander – MPL (NASA-JPL, 2000), recommended a more adequate training of the 
development teams due to problems in the specification of the system’s requirements.  

Hjortnaes (2003) observes, in the analysis of more than eighteen ESA projects, lack of 
maturity and stability of the baseline of software requirements when the development 
process begins. He also mentions that in many of the analyzed reports, the development 
of the requirements was not conducted in an adequate way or there was not a correct 
understanding of them. Regarding the issue of systems dependability, to deny the fact 
that the software is an item of critical safety that only provides information and does not 
directly release energy into the system is becoming an argument less and less 
acceptable. Software plays an increasingly important role in accidents (Leveson, 2004). 
The growing dependency of the software on information systems is introducing new 
paths for the risk caused by the loss of information or by incorrect information, possibly 
leading to an unacceptable physical, scientifically or financial loss. The software 
systems have reached such a high level of complexity and coupling among their 
components that the ability to control their interactions is beyond human. The behavior 
of a computer system may not be totally planned, understood, anticipated or totally 
trustful. Mechanisms of trustfulness, such as redundancy in this situation, may make the 
problem worse, adding such complexity that can result on an accident so far not 
predicted (Leveson, 2009).  

During the integration and tests of the aircrafts Voyager e Galileo, 387 mistakes were 
detected (Lutz, 1993). Among those, the ones potentially related to safety have appeared 
more commonly from discrepancies between the specifications of documented 
requirements and the necessary requirements for the correct functioning of the system 
and the poor understanding or the software interface with the rest of the system. On the 
MPL accident report, the use of FMECA (Failure Modes and Effects and Criticality 
Analysis) e FTA (Fault Tree Analysis) is recommended, with the appropriate 
redundancy mechanisms for failures to be eliminated, in spite of the discussion about 
the effectiveness of the use of those conventional techniques to identify software 
failures. 

Specifically regarding the project of the Brazilian satellite launcher, the official 
investigation report of the third prototype (VLS-1 V03) accident (Serviço Publico 
Federal, 2004), and the independent study proposed by Almeida and Johnson (2005) 
emphasize that not enough attention was paid to the development of a safety culture 
appropriate to the project. There was a lack of review, external audit and validation of 
risk evaluation experts during the project´s development. Almeida and Johnson also 
state that in some areas of the Brazilian space program the importance of the safety 
engineering management has not been acknowledged, as it is recommended by the 
space industries of North America and Europe. 

To invest on the improvement of the safety activities associated with the requirement 
engineering process, in terms of crossing barriers on the identification of dependability 
requirements, even the requirements regarding system in the space organizations have to 
be motivated in order to guarantee the accomplishment of the main goals of the mission 
with safety and success.  

 



Obstacles That Must Be Overcome 
 

Taking into account the studies mentioned in the last section, it is easy to conclude that 
in several space projects, even when the organizations involved are highly mature space 
agencies, there are many problems related to requirements and safety culture. Andreou 
(2003) emphasizes that human, social and organizational factors play a decisive role in 
software development in terms of determining functional and non-functional 
characteristics of software products. The process introduced by Andreou defines some 
steps for recording these factors based on certain software quality characteristics that are 
treated as principal components for conducting requirements identification. 

In addition, Johnson's studies (Johnson, 2003) about the Mars Climate Orbiter incident 
investigation, took into consideration people, process and technology points of view to 
identify and discuss some ways to solve problems related to system hazards. The idea is 
to use these points of view to map and prioritize the obstacles that must be overcome, 
relying also on the studies presented by Leveson (2004) and the experience of the author 
in space software development, so as to mitigate the lack or the poverty of software 
systems requirements specifications (LAHOZ et al., 2006).  

 

Table 1 summarizes some most frequent requirement and dependability problems or 
obstacles, from technology, process and people points of view. 

 
Table 1: Obstacles associated with requirements and dependability 

VIEW OBSTACLES 

 
1. Technology 

 

1.1 Inadequate requirements engineering techniques. 
1.2 Inadequate model representation of the system 
components and their interactions. 
1.3 Lack of safety approach. 
 

 
2. Process 

 
2.1 Lack or poor process model. 
2.2 Partial process monitoring. 
2.3 Inadequate communication. 
 

 
3. People 

 

3.1 Different system and software cultural approach. 
3.2 Limited understanding of the problem domain. 
3.3 Inefficient management. 
 

 



Technology 1.1 - Inadequate RE techniques: From a technological point of view it is 
noticeable when there is an inadequate or non-existent use of requirements elicitation 
and analysis techniques. Stakeholder analysis, interviewing, document studies, 
prototyping or even design workshops are often misused, not being able to offer 
completely reliable results.  

Overcoming obstacle 1.1: The development team must have the necessary capability 
and training in software engineering tools and requirements engineering methods. The 
inadequate use of resources, such as the one available in CASE tools, in model checking 
and other support resources for requirements representation and validation, could be the 
cause of requirements misunderstandings and project mistakes which, on their turn, can 
lead to ignorance, suspicion, and even the team and project´s discredit. Another 
important point is that the project subcontractors should use appropriate and satisfactory 
requirements elicitation engineering techniques, such as design workshops, prototyping 
, functional and hazard analysis, in order to understand the space system domain, 
especially regarding the identification the safety properties and constraints. During the 
requirements analysis phase, the subcontractor must adopt specific techniques for the 
elicitation of the non-functional requirements such as reliability, availability, 
maintainability and safety (RAMS), among others directly related to dependability. 
Various techniques may be used to support hazard analysis such as HAZOPS and fault-
tree analysis and these can be the basis for deriving dependability requirements 
(Sommerville, 2003). Nevertheless, other techniques that can help the identification of 
functional and non-functional requirements must be used, as well as methods for 
gathering information, such as interviews, questionnaires, observation, and the study of 
documents or existing software. 

 

Technology 1.2 - Inadequate model representation of the system: An inappropriate 
model representation of the system components and their interactions may not show the 
behavioral interdependence between specifications of the system components and their 
consequences. This poor representation may not appear until very advanced phases of a 
system development, causing financial loss and problems with project schedules. The 
lack of safety approach, mainly in immature environments in terms of concern with 
safety, may go unnoticed in the initial phases of the elicitation activities. However, it 
will surely impact more on the advanced phases of the development or appear only after 
the system comes into operation, which is even worse. 

Overcoming obstacle 1.2: A good way to evaluate if the risks associated to each 
component are acceptable would be to design the system in terms of components, goals, 
soft-goals, tasks and resources (Yu, 1995) and after that perform a hazard analysis, 
based on HAZOP guidewords, applied to those system components (Lahoz, 2009), . If 
that is the case, new system goals can be set right away. The creation of a technique that 
is able to elicit dependability goals can promote new ways to minimize safety problems 
from the requirements specification phase until the development code phase. Another 
great benefit is the use of the same language between heterogeneous teams, such as 
system engineers and software engineers, in order to create a common and 
understandable knowledge about the subject under analysis, developing more 
trustfulness hardware and software solutions. 

 

Technology 1.3 - Lack of safety approach: Overconfidence in the system engineering 
decisions might lead to short-cuts on the conduction of the safety activities, causing an 



increase on the risk factor of the whole project. This behavior is not new and it is 
extremely difficult to identify when the engineering culture of an organization is 
outdated and compromised with the success or failure of a project. Besides that, digital 
technology has created a radical change on space engineering, but systems and safety 
engineering techniques have not kept the same pace. Many ways of approaching to 
prevent accidents that dealt with electromechanical components – such as the 
redundancies of components in order to protect the system against the failure of 
individual components is not useful when it comes to controlling accidents which cause 
is the use of digital and software systems. (Leveson, 2004).  

Overcoming obstacle 1.3: The problems that are potentially related to safety have 
originated (more frequently) from discrepancies among the requirement specifications 
and the user needs, and also the misunderstandings regarding the software interface with 
the rest of the system. Many times, software conversion variables are defined based on 
input/output communication with hardware command and control equipment that is not 
rigorously analyzed. It is necessary to discuss a better way of perform the specification 
review and requirement analysis – system and software specifications must be able to be 
easily reviewed and to be easily understood by a wide range of specialists. The 
specification must describe what the system and the software should not do. Leveson 
(2009) stated that standards and industry practices often forbid such negative 
requirements statements. The result is that software (and system) specifications often 
describe nominal behavior well but present a very incomplete description with respect 
to required software behavior under off-nominal conditions, rarely describing what the 
software is not supposed to do. 

 

Process 2.1 - Lack or poor process model: From a process point of view the lack or 
poor process model, as well as a precarious safety approach are strongly related to an 
immature team and organization. Many managers and developers aren´t convinced of 
the value of developing and using processes during the requirements engineering 
process. Also, for reasons external to the project, such as the non-availability of 
qualified personnel, inefficient organizational structure, time and resource constraints, 
requirements activities are neglected in favor of others, such as the ones directly related 
to code development. And even when an elicitation process is established, the partial 
monitoring of the process makes the follow-up of the changes occurred during the life 
cycle of a requirement during the system´s development practically impossible.  

Overcoming obstacle 2.1: There is a lack of investment and organization commitment 
regarding to creating and maintaining process quality models, especially related to the 
dependability requirements for critical computer systems in a long-term basis. It is 
necessary to conduct the requirement engineering activities in an easy way through the 
formalization of simple steps, including the creation of system models followed by the 
application of a safety engineering technique. Those activities, depending on the level of 
detail intended, cannot last a period of time that enables the project schedule to be 
followed. Even if process improvement standards such as CMMI or the ECSS (2009), 
proposed by the European Space Community, have already been adopted, the 
disconnection between the system and software engineering processes is clearly notable. 
Formal reviews and verification and validation activities during requirement and 
analysis process must be defined in a way to evaluate if the adopted process and product 
solution meet the dependability requirements such as safety and availability. 

 



Process 2.2 - Partial process monitoring: Complacency and discounting the risks 
associated with software are the main causes of most accident factors (Leveson, 2004). 
An incomplete set of tests and inadequate reviews of the requirement changes are also 
the cause of process monitoring problems. 

Overcoming obstacle 2.2: It is important to consider verification and validation as high 
priority activities during the system development and devote special attention to the 
resources allocated to testing. In addition, the software complexity should be 
overestimated and the tests effectiveness should be underestimated. The project 
management needs to monitor exhaustively the products presented in each review and 
follow-up the product process improvement. 

 

Process 2.3 - Inadequate communication: Another frequent obstacle in projects is the 
inadequate communication among stakeholders. The inexistence of an efficient 
communication process helped by an automated tool can cause many problems. Without 
effective communication, it can be impossible for the stakeholders to evaluate in a 
consistent way all the requirements and to remain stable during project life cycle. 

Overcome the obstacle 2.3: In spite of the use of email as a quick and practical way of 
communication among the stakeholders, many of the important decisions taken by 
email are not appropriately formalized. Any type of communication that might affect 
the requirements and that have some kind of impact on the project should not be 
restricted to an email or telephone call. Even though it sounds obvious, it happens rather 
frequently. A formal requirement configuration management must be established and 
continuously updated. Regarding the dependability issue, it can be very serious. When 
there is a need to investigate an accident that occurred due to a change in a 
dependability requirement requested only by email (without a change impact analysis) 
can have serious consequences. 

 

People 3.1 - Different system and software cultural approach: From a people point 
of view, different cultural approaches among systems and software designers may 
become an obstacle impossible to overcome. Software is a relatively new discipline, 
according to systems engineers, and many times the participation of the software team 
in the system requirements activities is not viewed as important as it should be 
(Gonzales, 2005). Also, the author has stated that it is necessary to examine some 
fundamental beliefs and assumptions, shared values, behavioral norms, and artifacts to 
gain insight into how the software and systems engineering communities approach the 
requirements discipline. Both communities have matured in their understanding of the 
requirements engineering discipline; both are beginning to understand that capturing 
requirements requires understanding the whole problem before developing a solution. 

Overcoming obstacle 3.1: Even with the increasing dependency of the space systems in 
relation to the software, many system engineers believe that the software architecture 
strongly depends on the hardware architecture. It is impossible for them to think that 
software architecture could have a strong influence in the project solutions, in such a 
way that could cause hardware changes. Many times, when there is a need of solving 
hardware problems, software changes are suggested in order to reduce the impact on the 
project costs. Some of these problems could be solved if the software team could take 
part in the decision making process of the project alternatives, when the solutions to be 
adopted are still being defined. There are must be create a mechanism that motivate the 



discussion of how each engineering area sees and deals with the requirements and 
dependability. Talks about these topics over different cultural approaches should be 
stimulated through discussion forums and workshops when both engineering areas can 
present their approach and views of the system. In the end of the discussion, a 
consensus about the hardware and the software roles in the project should be met. 

 

People 3.2 - Limited understanding of the problem domain: The limited 
understanding of the problem domain, which together with the partial comprehension of 
the project dependability issues (from the stakeholders views), negatively impacts any 
requirements elicitation techniques. Besides that, the practice of requirements’ 
elicitation is still performed without sharing results between both engineering areas in a 
way to perform the verification and validation still on the initial phases of the project. 
Without a clear and precise understanding of the problem domain it is difficult to 
interact with the stakeholders and go beyond the individual ways in which each one 
views the system. Kauppinen et al (2002) mentions that many times customers typically 
do not know what users really need and what is essential in their tasks. The author 
emphasizes that it is necessary to link business goals to technical requirements via user 
needs and user requirements.  

Overcoming obstacle 3.2: The experience of the teams has to be shared as early as 
possible, avoiding mistakes on the identification and understanding of the non-
functional requirements related to dependability. In addition, the change of a team 
during the development phase of a space project (that could take a few years) can cause 
the loss of precious system and project knowledge, which in many cases is not easily 
recovered. Many times the replacements are not as qualified and trained for that 
position. It is mandatory for those who will perform the role of identifying and 
validating the requirements to have the necessary skills to conduct those activities in a 
way that they are able to identify the explicit and implicit requirements of project 
dependability. Also, as for inappropriate requirements management Kauppinen et al 
(2002) suggest that cross-functional teams are a useful approach in eliciting user needs. 
The teams could use the knowledge and views of members with varied backgrounds. It 
is easier to convey the user needs identified to projects when a project manager 
participated in the team-work effort.  

 

People 3.3 - Inefficient management: Many times the project management does not 
handle well the safety engineering related activities. Even performing risk analysis, 
hazard analysis and FMECA in the beginning of the project, not all the detected 
problems are identified until the end of the qualification and acceptance reviews. The 
project management also presents, in many cases, an attribution of responsibility 
without the total understanding about what each group was doing. The roles of the 
people involved are not clearly set and the project leaders do not maintain the necessary 
authority and responsibility regarding some participants, in such a way that important 
problems could be proprietarily solved.  

Overcome the obstacle 3.3: The dependability, especially regarding system safety, 
should have an important role in the organization, working effectively without the 
influence of other authorities, under deadline pressure and goals to be reached. In spite 
of the practical difficulties of reconciling technical project issues with management, 
budget, and political questions, a cultural change should take place. As a matter of fact, 
an accident in a project causes a commotion in society and in the high administration of 



the space sector that can make positive changes on the management of future projects. 
However, as time goes by, this initiative can get weaker, due to the influence from the 
pressure of the same sectors. Even more serious is an inefficient management of the 
elicitation activities: the project manager must balance interests, determine priorities 
and foster consensus among stakeholders. Without such balance, opposing currents of 
seemingly common interests may slowly and gradually undermine a project. Finally, the 
dependability must be clearly recognized as a value inside the organization and the 
project and integrated into all engineering activities (mainly requirements activities). 
System and software project leaders should be place high priority on dependability and 
communicate this objective clearly and consistently to the rest of the group and the 
organization. 

 

Final Considerations 
This paper presents the main obstacles that must be overcome in the requirement 
engineering for the identification of the system´s dependability, especially due to a 
technological, process and cultural change of the people as well as the organization 
involved in the computer critical systems development. Whatever the phase of the 
project or the discipline involved, this change must be based on quality, and more 
specifically, on the definition of goals that help increase the degree of confidence on the 
functioning of the system. 

The discipline of RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability and Safety) must be 
dealt with by the requirement engineer in an integrated way with the system and 
software teams as well as the management of the project. The intention is to be able to 
obtain a wider and more complete view of the dependability issues through a well 
defined process. This integration should allow the sharing of skills and values of each 
engineering profile and also create a single and strong safety culture. 

We must reach a balance between the system engineering aversion to risk and the 
software engineering tendency to take fashionable software approaches. The 
implementation of the safety culture on the early stages of the mission analysis will 
enable a clear recognition of its value by the participants, being integrated in all the 
activities related to the engineering, being able to be account and to have an (relatively) 
independent leadership status.  

What is expected, on the organizational level as well as on the cultural and engineering 
levels is that the process brings a new mindset, strongly focused on dependability, 
forcing the teams to position themselves in a pro-active way in terms of fulfilling the 
requirements regarding reliability and safety.  

It is necessary that all computer-related resources, on board systems, ground systems 
and any other support space systems, are submitted to some kind of dependability 
analysis or evaluation of their contribution or not to the success of the mission. All the 
development phases of a product should be observed under the dependability point of 
view, and in case any type of unsafe behavior is detected, non-functional goals should 
be defined in the sense of guaranteeing that the system keeps a safe behavior. 
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